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Operating Instructions
1. General notes
Wolf-Tripods are robust and have been designed for extreme conditions. The high quality
but nevertheless light combination of materials (ash wood / metal) guarantees an absolute
stability. The precise guided telescopic extractors slide softly and they are easy to be operated
under all climatic conditions.
The elements made of ash wood are weatherproof and varnished environment-friendly and
they are protected against mechanical wear.
2. Operation
Variable leg stop
The tripods offer a variable leg stop 20°, 35° and 45°. “Wolf eccentric wedges” with
spring preloading guarantee this force-dosed angle adjustment. The eccentric wedge clicks
automatically in the position of 20° when you set up the tripod. If another angle should be
adjusted the tripod leg has to be moved slightly inwards and the eccentric wedge has to be
pressed down against the spring force till the desired position of the angle is reached. After
that you straddle the leg outwardly till the stop.
Hight adjustment
All telescopic extractors can be moved to the desired position without exertion. With the new
developed tripod leg clamp called “WOLF-FAST-CLAMP” the setting up of the tripod is as
easy as never before with wooden tripods.
For releasing the “FAST-CLAMP” move the ergonomic formed clamp lever between thumb
and index finger upwards till it stands away about 45° from the tripod leg.
Afterwards, the extractor can be moved easily to the desired position. For locking press the
clamp lever downwards firmly till it clicks in.
The clamp power is optimizeed at delivery. After longer use this can change.
Therefore is the clamp power adjustable.
For the adjusting of the clamp power you open the clamp lever.
- for the increase you turn the adjusting screw the clamp lever approx. ¼ rotation to on
the right an examine after that the clamp power. If you increase would like further
repeat you the adjusting process.
- For the reduction you turn the adjusting screw to on the left.
For the adjusting you use please the appended screws turner.
!ATTENTION! In the case of the COMPACT-tripod-system which has a double tripod
leg extractor the upper tripod leg clamp has always to be released first and then the lower
“FAST-CLAMP” can be operated. Furthermore, it should be noted not to clamp the tripod
leg clamp in the hollow area. This happens if only the lower tripod leg extractor is pulled out
and the upper clamp area is hollow inside

